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Abstract
Popularization of GPS devices as well as advancement in GIS computer programs allow
researchers to analyze and detect deferent patterns in human movement data. Movement
Suspension Patterns has been proposed to detect and analyze stopping behavior in pedestrian
movement. Originally movement suspension patterns have been defined based only on the
spatial properties of movement data, leaving the temporal dimension unexplored. In this
research, we propose a visual exploratory approach to analyze some temporal properties of
movement suspension, such as periodicity, order and recurrence using a space-time cube.
To investigate the suitability of space-time cube we defined a set of requirements for a spatiotemporal visualization of MSP and created an interactive prototype that allows the user to
filter and highlight the data. We tested three software for the prototype implementation
(OpenDX, CommonGIS and ArcScene) using the defined requirements, and reached the
conclusion that CommonGIS should be considered as the most recommendable for
visualization of MSPs in a space-time cube. Finally, we used the implemented prototype to
analyze the MSPs extracted from a movement dataset of a group of visitors in a natural park.
The results demonstrated that the space-time cube helps to investigate the temporal properties
of MSP and reveal new insights on pedestrian movement.
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1. Introduction
1.1 Background
Study of human movement in space covers range of different topics that include travel
behavior, commuting and migration. Time Geography [1] was suggested as a framework to
examine temporal factor in spatial human movement. It analyzes movement not only from a
spatial distribution perspective but also from the temporal dimension and demonstrates
complex relationships between individual activities, space and time. The concept of Time
Geography was developed by Hägerstrand in early 70s [1].
Despite of the usefulness of Time Geography concepts, it gained an extensive development
only in the mid of 1990s [2]. Before that, cartographers consider time “as an attribute rather
than as a field” [3], representing temporal component as a time stamp on the static maps.
Nowadays a rising tide of interest in Hägerstrand concepts can be explained by the
technological development which provides a wide range of the georeferenced individual-level
data. That gives an opportunity to scientists to go deeply into this problem and enhanced their
knowledge of interaction between space, time and human movement.
Currently, considerable part of research on human movement is focused on detecting,
analyzing and representing movement patterns extracted from massive volumes of movement
data collected with tracking technologies such as GPS or mobile phones [4]. These patterns
provide high-level schemas that allow researchers to monitor, interpret, and ultimately
understand human movement [5]. Movement Suspension Patterns (MSPs) are one example of
those patterns. They indicate the places where the movement of a group people is suspended
by some geographical feature, which can include physical or environmental elements [5].
From a visualization perspective, several techniques have been developed to visualize
movement patterns in space. Those methods include static maps, animations, space-time
cubes. However, visual analysis of large movement datasets can be a challenge for the
researchers when it is necessary to represent massive amounts of time points or trajectories
that correspond to the movement of large number of individuals [6]. Therefore designing a
proper visualization will help in detection and analyzing of movement patterns.
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1.2 Problem definition
According to Bertin [7] visualization can be considered effective if it enables to the user to
extract information immediately, in other words, answering the users’ question, without eyes
moving or involving the memory. In his study Bertin determines the term “image” as “the
meaningful visual form, perceptible in the minimum instant of vision” [7].
However simple, static visualization may not be sufficient when analysis and exploration of
large datasets needs to be performed. Purely visualization fails to represent a large volume of
time-dependant movement data due to uneven distribution of the trajectories. Visual
examination can be also hardly performed if the data contains big number of loops or the
geographic locations of the represented elements are very close to each other. Andrienko [8]
also mentioned that sometimes researchers have to work with datasets that do not fit into
computer memory. Therefore visual analysis requires combination of visualization with
several computational methods that can involve data aggregation, data abstraction and data
filtering.
In the original formulation, Movement Suspension Patterns (MSPs) are detected in movement
datasets using only the spatial dimension, leaving the temporal properties unexplored [5].
MSPs are represented by spatial clusters of low speed vectors, each vector representing a
spatio-temporal location [5]. The size of these clusters may vary from a few vectors to several
hundreds, and methods to study their temporal properties, such as duration, periodicity and
order are still to be investigated.
The main interest of this research is to create a space-time cube prototype for the visual
analysis of movement suspension patterns in pedestrian movement in both temporal and
spatial context. A Space-time cube as a visual technique, which allows to explore spatiotemporal data in one single representation. A space-time cube will be created using three
different programs: OpenDX, CommonGIS and ArcScene. This will allow to compare the
capabilities of selected programs for spatio-temporal analysis purposes and choose the most
appropriate one for MSPs visualization.

1.3 Research questions
1.3.1 General Research question
On the basis of the description above, this research attempts to answer the next question:
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Can Space-Time cubes improve the spatio-temporal visual exploratory analysis of movement
suspension patterns (MSPs) in pedestrian movement?
1.3.2 Research sub-questions
1. What are the requirements for visualization for large datasets of MSPs?
2. Which software is the most suitable to implement the proposed visualizations?

1.4. Methodology
Based on the research question the following methodology was defined:
1. Conduct a literature study on:
- The concept of suspension patterns
- Methods for visualizing of space-time data
- The existing visualization software
2. Define a set of requirements for data visualization in a space-time cube
3. Define a conceptual model for a prototype according the proposed requirements
4. Analyze and compare existing visualization software and choose the most appropriate
one for the prototype implementation
5. Evaluate the prototypes, advantages and disadvantaged of each one and its
correspondence to the designed model requirements
6. Discuss the results, derive conclusions and recommendations.

1.5. Thesis structure
According to the general research questions and sub-questions, the thesis was structured into
six chapters:
-

Chapter 2 introduces the concept of MSPs. It describes current techniques for
visualization of human movements and activities and reviews whether these techniques
can be applied for visualization of MSPs. It also briefly introduces the aggregation
method that will be used for MSPs analysis.

-

Chapter 3 focuses in the conceptual design of the prototype for the space-time cube.
First, it presents the set of requirements for the prototype design; then introduces the
case study and the three candidate software for the implementation.
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-

Chapter 4 describes the implementation of the prototypes using the three candidate
software.

-

Chapter 5 evaluates the created prototypes based on the previously defined
requirements and discuss strengthens and weakness of each prototype.

-

Chapter 6 synthesizes the findings and presents some recommendations for further
research.

2. Visualization of human movement. State of art
Visual analysis of human movement data is an important part of time-geographical research.
To make the analysis more efficient several methods have been proposed. The following
content will introduce the notion of movement suspension patterns and examine current visual
analysis techniques that are used in time-geographical studies. It also discusses the advantages
and disadvantages of each method for MSPs visualization.

2.1 Movement Suspension Patterns in human movement
Andrienko [9] defines patterns as a “representation of a behavior”. Analyzing the stopping
behavior of the individuals can enhance our knowledge about the spatial relationships of
human activities and can be important in applications such as environmental and urban
planning as well as location-aware services.
The notion of “movement suspension” is similar but not the same as the notion of “stop”. The
term “Movement Suspension Patterns” is used in order to 1) represent the aggregated stopping
behavior associated to a place that correspond to the reduction of the speed but does not
necessary imply complete halt of the moving objects, and 2) differentiate the stopping
behavior from slow movement of people that can be not segregated due to observation scale
and accuracy limitations [5]. Therefore MSPs correspond to an aggregated collective stopping
behavior associated to a specific place. Examples of MSPs can be associated to places such as
attractions in touristic areas, point of interest in urban spaces (pubs, shops, bus stops), or even
obstacles (traffic lights, pedestrian crossings, crowded areas, etc.), where the movement of
people is suspended.
MSP can be represented in a vector-space representation. For example, movement of people
can be tracked with GPS technology and the movement parameters of each observation are
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computed. The results are represented as movement vectors consisting on the spatio-temporal
location of the GPS recording and the movement parameters such as speed, acceleration and
direction. Assuming that spatial features affect the movement of people, spatial clusters of
low speed movement vectors are expected to be found around those features. Those spatial
clusters represent the movement suspension patterns (figure 1).

Figure 1: A vector representation of the movement of a group of people in pedestrian dataset. Number of Movement
Suspension Patterns are found, represented by spatial clusters of low speed vectors [10]

2.2 Visualization techniques
2.2.1 Two-dimensional maps
Two-dimensional static maps have been used for ages in order to represent the spatial
component of the data. In some cases static maps can be a proper tool for visualizing of timedependent spatial data, depending on 1) spatial and temporal components being showed, 2)
complexity of the input data, and 3) user requirements. An advantage of static maps is that
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they allow the reader to depict all time periods at once, thus examination and analysis of the
spatio-temporal patterns does not require any additional manipulation within GUI. The figures
below demonstrate how static maps can be used for visualizing temporal travel data within
space. Figure 2 shows how long will it take to travel from Cambridge Station to every other
station in Great Britain, starting at seven o'clock of the morning in weekdays [11]. Figure 3
represents the time when Ocean tsunami will reach the certain location [12]. Both maps can be
stated as a good example that a carefully designed static map will help the user to easily
understand an evolution of the phenomena within particular period of time for certain
geographical location.

Figure 2: Travelling time from Cambridge station to every other station in UK [11]
Figure 3: Travelling time of ocean tsunami in North America [12]

However representation of the complex relationships between spatial and temporal
components in particularly the evaluation of the temporal one becomes an difficult task for
static map. Certain limits exist for the amounts of data attributes. Therefore this type of
visualization can be useful only for representation of simple geographic processes and cannot
be applied for generating of the visualization for MSP both in space and time (figure 4,5).
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11-12
12-13 13-14 14-15 15-16.30
Time interval 8-9
Figure 4: Visualization of MSPs for park visitors with children. Circles indicate the locations of overlapping MSPs.

Figure 5: MSP for park visitors with children and paths connecting successive locations of the individuals.

2.2 Animations
Animated maps can be considered as one of the most useful tools for depicting spatial and
temporal locations. Animation cartography is relatively new. As distinct from static maps that
appeared thousands years ago, animates maps are used starting from 1960s [13]. Animation
maps can be easily produced due to the advanced capabilities of computers and modern GIS
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technologies. A possibility to interactively manipulate data allows the user to see changes
within temporal component and makes this technique very popular among scientists
nowadays.
In one of the earliest experiment of Koussoulakou and Kraak’s (1992) the comparison
between the static maps and animation for visual analysis purpose was conducted [14].
Authors did not depict any differences between users’ ability to distinguish temporal datasets
and correctly read presented information. However users gave correct response by viewing
animated maps twice time faster than by retrieving the same information from twodimensional maps. Koussoulakou and Kraak noticed that temporal trend can be observed even
slower with two-dimensional maps if experiments’ datasets will get more complex temporal
resolution [14].
However, several researches point out that detailed data analysis is difficult by using
animations. For example Harrower [15] outlined that animation represents a single moment
fleetingly, therefore visual analysis of the dataset become problematic, since it is getting very
difficult to perform the comparison of the states between different time moments.
2.2.3 Ringmaps
Taking into account the limitations of the traditional space-time cube, some researchers have
developed alternative methods for human movement visual analysis. Likewise Zhao [16]
points out that “relations between movement and activity indicate that it is valuable to view
movements as activity patterns rather than isolated trips in space and time” and suggest a new
visualization technique – ‘Ringmap’ for studying movement of people (figure 6). So-called
“Ringmap” is composed of number of circles. Each circle represents certain activity, with
each sector of the circle represents a specified period of time. The graphs below show
different kind of ringmaps.
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Figure 6: Different types of ringmaps [16]

Top-left graph in figure 6 illustrates a ringmap that represents only visualization of the
temporal component of the data. Numbers outside the circle stand for the hour of the day, each
of the sub-ring – to the activity, while height and color indicate volume of the activity. Topright graph in figure 7 corresponds to the distribution of the activity in particular study area or
census track. Image inside the map is a three dimensional representation of the same data but
with work and travel activities being shown. Height of the image stands for volume of “Job
Travel” whereas color for volume of “Main Job” [16]. Detailed representation of the inset is
presented in the bottom graph of the figure 6.
By combining several ringmaps for different regions it is possible to create a Cartogram with
rings that represent the spatial distribution of the activities (figure 7).

Figure 7: Cartogram with rings [16]
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Ringmaps can be applied for MSP visualization. However it will be important to apply certain
data manipulation and data aggregation techniques such as dynamic selection or aggregation
or combinations of both to avoid overlapping of the rings within the cartogram.
2.2.4 Space-time cube
The concept of the space-time cube is a classical concept in Time Geography. As it was
mentioned above, the task of combing spatial and temporal patterns can be hardly
implemented using 2-D maps. That is why space-time cubes introduced by Hägerstrand [1]
remain a basic tool for time-space movement visualization.
The base of the cube represents a two-dimensional geographic space whereas the height of the
cube represents a linear temporal dimension of the events (figure 8). Therefore, the movement
of a person can be mapped in the space-time cube as a sequence of points (the observed
locations in space and time) and an interpolated polyline indicating the path among those
locations. This polyline is referred in the literature as geospatial life-line, space-time path, or
trajectory. The slope of the space-time path enables the space-time cube to display the
movement speed [2]. For example, a segment of the path with a gentle slope corresponds to a
fast movement, while a steep segment indicates a slow movement. Likewise, a vertical line
indicates a stop of a particular individual in a certain location. The resulted Space-Time-Path
projected on the map displays the trajectory of the movement in time.

Figure 8: Representation of object movement in a space-time cube. The space-time cube displays Napoleon’s army march
into Russia in 1812 [17]
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Despite of the usefulness of the space-time cube concept, it gained an extensive development
only in the mid of 1990s [2]. Kwan [18] indicated two main limitations that constrains the
development of time-geography: 1) lack of the individual-level data for different
environments and 2) the complexity of the analysis of human-movement patterns in
simultaneously in space and time. Gatalsky et al [2] also noted that visualization of space-time
was a challenge for the researchers before 1990s. Whereas the first problem has been solved in
recent years with the popularization of modern GPS tracking devices, the complexity of the
analysis and the visualization of these data are still an open issue.
Although the space-time cube was originally designed to analyze movement of individuals
using a trajectory-based representation, it cannot be efficient enough in analyzing big volume
of data from many individuals due to the uneven distribution of the geosptial lifelines (figure
9). However, space-time cubes can be adapted to visualize and analyze collective movement
using a movement vector-based representation.

Figure 9: Displaying space–time from a population migration history dataset [19]

Therefore in order to make proper visualization in a space-time cube data several techniques
should be applied. An example of those techniques can be data aggregation, linking spacetime cube with a query device or a combination of these techniques.
2.2.5 Summary
Based on the conducted literature study it was decided that the space-time cube will be an
appropriate technique for visualization of suspensions in human movements. Originally
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movement suspension patterns have been defined based only on the spatial properties of
movement, leaving the temporal dimension of this kind of patterns unexplored so far.
Therefore, temporal structures such as duration, periodicity, order and recurrence remained
unexplored and they may reveal new insights on understanding people’s movement
phenomena. We assumed that some of these structures may be uncovered using the space-time
cube approach.

2.3 Data aggregation
MSPs are originally represented as clusters of points. The number of these points could be
potentially very big therefore aggregation techniques are requested to improve the visual
exploration of the dataset.
Aggregation combines certain data items in one unit. This approach involves spatial and
temporal abstraction. The main advantage of the aggregation is the reducing of the size of the
datasets and decreasing of the complex of the data which can significantly improve visual
analysis. However aggregation leads to the information loss and cannot be applied for all kind
of analysis tasks [20].
Literature study reveals that there is no universal method for aggregation or clustering
movement data. However Andrienko [21] made the observation that movement data is often
aggregated using the similar approaches - spatial, temporal, and categorical (or attributive).
These three types of aggregation can be used in number of different combinations. For the
spatial aggregation, the space is divided into predefined parts. If the events take place within
this defined location then they are united together. For the temporal aggregation, the time is
divided into defined intervals. The events that occurred during the same interval are
combined. The attributive aggregation unites events characterized by the same or close values
of analysis-relevant attributes. For numeric attributes, “the closeness of values is defined by
dividing the value ranges into intervals so that all values within an interval are considered to
be close” [22].
In our case, aggregation is used to improve the visual exploration of MSPs. Instead of
visualizing the dataset containing all individual vectors classified as suspension, a new dataset
with aggregated data is used for the visual exploration. The aggregated dataset consists on the
spatio-temporal clusters of suspension vectors.
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The data aggregation was conducted based on the method suggested by Marinakis [23]. This
method involves the construction of a hierarchy of clusters (figure 10). At the first step, every
vector in the dataset is considered to be an individual cluster. In consecutive steps, those
clusters are merged together until a single cluster with all the points is derived. Cluster
calculation is based on the nearest-neighbor method, whereas Euclidean distance is applied
for calculation of the distance between the two points [23]. Subjective criteria is used to
determine an appropriate level of aggregation.

Figure 10: Aggregation of data objects {a, b, c, d, e} [24]

2.4 Software for visual exploration
Based on the conducted literature study, three software packages were selected as candidates
for the prototype implementation: ArcGIS, OpenDX and Common GIS. However, except
from ArcGIS, the other two software packages are not extensively documented and tested.
The description of a possible implementation of the prototype in each software is presented
below.
2.4.1 OpenDX
Open-DX is open-source software that supports complex data models and implements several
tools. This visualization package is described as “occupying middle ground somewhere
between low-level programming and end-user application” [24]. Since it was released it
became popular visualization software in many universities, laboratories and institutions.
Different modules are incorporated in the program to allow the user to manipulate, transform
and animate data, making this software package very useful for visualizing large datasets. In
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general, it may be said that OpenDX provides most of the capabilities of existing available
software [25].
OpenDX is based on visual programming. Applications that are made with this program are
developed as flow diagrams. They can be easily edited either through visual programming
tools or with the help of scripting language in text file form.
The basis of OpenDX graphical user interface is the Visual Programming Environment (VPE).
VPE is an environment where the program is created and executed. Boxes representing data or
processes are connected together with a wire (figure 11). Boxes stand for different functions.
By connecting them together the output of the previous function is transferred as an input of
the new function.

Figure 11: Visual program Editor in OpenDX

The execution of the program is based on the client-basis server [26]; the output of the
program is a static or dynamic image. Within VPE the user can execute the application and
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then change the view (rotate, zoom or pan) in the new window that appears when the program
is executed.
2.4.2 Visual Toolkit for CommonGIS. CommonGIS is an interactive java-based GIS for
visualization and analysis of the space-time events in order find spatio-temporal patterns.
CommonGIS was developed by Andrienko and Gatalsky (an extensive description of the
software is presented in [2]). The first version of CommonGIS software was released in 1999
guided by motto “GIS for everyone” [13]. The objective was to create an open source program
that would make the process of map creation and map exploratory easy for all groups of users.
Nowadays, CommonGIS is open-source software and can be accessed over the web.
CommonGIS provides standard GIS functionality [27] and can be applied as a tool for visual
and exploratory analysis of large georeferenced datasets.
The system offers several visualization methods based on the data structure. The authors of
CommonGIS created the application such that it can be easily used by the user with no
background in cartography [13].
In general, Visual Toolkit can be successfully used for exploring large movement datasets. It
has several build-in tools that enable it to perform several visual analysis tasks. The option of
generating a space-time cube is automatically incorporated in the program. Space-time cubes
can be created with direct commands or through the “perspective view” option. Both
commands allow generating the space-time cube where MSPs are represented as point
symbols. Moreover it is also possible to connect corresponding MSPs and derive a space-time
path for each of the visitors.
The build-in dynamic query technique enables to filter the data with the help of the slider bar
that function as manipulation control tool. Dynamic query tool is linked with map therefore it
is possible to visualize the output of querying both in space-time cube and two-dimensional
map. The selected subinterval can be represented by the whole height of the cube, which can
prevent the overlapping of the represented events.
However, apart from the slider bar option the querying of the data can be easily implemented
by applying spatial window option and selecting particular location within two-dimensional
map (figure 12).
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Figure 12: Location of MSPs for dog walkers with children on the map and space-time cubes after applying spatial filtering
option. Variation in colour represents different time intervals.

CommonGIS enable to combine two-dimensional aerial photo, space-time cube, cumulative
frequency curve, and ranged distribution diagram in one linked view. It also automatically
displays statistics for displayed events.
2.4.3 ArcScene and Extended Time-Geographic Framework Tools extension. ArcScene is
a 3D visualization environment, part of ArcGIS software. In 2009 Yu and Shaw [24]
published a special extension for ArcGIS 9.3 in order to: “1) create space time paths from a
compatible input data set; and 2) facilitate interactive visualization of space time paths in a 3D
GIS environment” [28].
The extension (figure 13) enables the software to represent 3-D space time system in the GIS
application by adding z coordinate as a time dimension.

Figure 13: Time-geographic extension (screenshot from Arc Scene software)

The input datasets can be either point or polyline feature classes. Using the ID of each
individual and the time-stamp of each location, the extension generates the space-time path as
output. The output paths are displayed in a 3D visualization together with the geographical
map on the bottom, resembling a space-time cube. The resulting space-time path contains a
table with information about ID of the visitors and length of the path.
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The base-map can be “moved” trough the temporal dimension (in the z axis) in order to
explore the spatial relationships between the space-time paths and the geographical space. The
MSP can be visualized as points with the time (for example start time) in the z axis. However
it will be impossible to implement this task using only time-geographic extension. Therefore
additional functions of ArcScene will be applied to solve this problem.

3. Prototype design
3.1. Introduction
Several steps are needed in order to create a visualization tool for visual analysis of movement
suspension patterns in human movement. First of all, it is necessary to determine the
requirements for a prototype model, secondly it is important to select an appropriate software
environment to implement the prototype, and finally it is important to determine if data
aggregation is required to improve the visual analysis. This section will discuss the issues
stated above.

3.2 Requirements for a prototype for the visual analysis of MSP
A visual exploratory tool has to facilitate the identification and interpretation of MSPs.
Therefore, in order to implement a prototype for the visual exploratory analysis, a set of
requirements needs to be determined
The following general requirements were defined:
1. Space-time cube should be connected with the geographical map of the territory in a way

that the user can associate the MSPs with geographical features (figure 14). This map can
be placed on the base of the cube or can be directly linked with the cube in the same
interface so the user can see the MSPs on the map and in the cube simultaneously.
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Figure 14: Linking between space-cube and map [2]

2. The user should be able to perform dynamic selection of the data. For example he/she
should have a possibility to highlight the portion of the data within the space-time cube or
data table and immediately see the visual feedback.
3. Space-time cube should allow the user to change the viewing perspective, therefore several
manipulation tools should be incorporated. For example, rotation of the cube around the
axis will help the user to orientate and navigate within three dimensions and improve the
exploration of MSP. Besides, zooming and panning options should be part of the
visualization model.
4. Space-time cube should be linked with a querying device. If it is required to visualize big
datasets, the user should have a possibility to limit the amount of displayed data. This will
enable the user to select a particular time interval, spatial boundaries and/or thematic
attributes. Focusing only on the selected data might enhance the efficiency of visual
analysis.
5. Space-time cube should have a graphical user interface (GUI) which will allow the user to
easily and quickly manipulate and query the data. This function is essential to enable an
easy interaction with the data, enhance the exploratory analysis, and facilitate the
interpretation of the results.
6. Space-time cube should display not only locations of MSPs but also their thematic
attributes. Variation of colors and size of the symbols should correspond to the thematic
characteristics of the events.
7. Different

applications

and

analysis

purposes

may

require

different

temporal

representations. For example, general trends in the data might be analyzed by using a linear
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representation of the time while a cyclic representation can be useful for detecting seasonal
phenomena or recurrent patterns (figure 15). In general, linear representations corresponds
to our traditional perception of time such as a the flowing from past to future, whereas
cyclic representations are related with the periodic concurrence of events in defined
temporal primitives such as hour of the day or season of the year [29]. Therefore in order to
enhance the possibility of visual data exploration, the prototype should incorporate
different representations of time and the user should have a possibility to choose each
representation depending on the type of pattern that he/she is interested in.

Figure 15: Two figure displaying the same health-related time series. In the linear representation (left) recurrent
patterns are more difficult to detect. Changing to a cyclic representation makes weekly pattern more distinct [29].

Figure 8 demonstrates the difference between linear and cyclic representations for the same
health-related data. General trends can be analysed by viewing the graph with linear time
interpretation. However the periodicity of the event might address “cyclic aspects of timerelated data” [25] and give a better understanding about the frequency of the event.
8. MSPs (and their attributes) should be represented as points (figure 16) based on the time of
their occurrence or as solids, based on their extent and duration. It is also desirable that the
final visualization also include the space-time path by connecting successive locations of
one or many individuals (figure 17).
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Figure 16: Space-time cube showing suspension patterns
in human movements

Figure 17: Space-time aquarium showing the space-time
paths of pedestrians in Columbus, OH [30]

3.3 Conceptual model for the prototype
Taking into account the proposed requirements, a conceptual model for the prototype
implementation is defined (figure 18).

Figure 18: Conceptual model for space-time cube prototype design

This conceptual model is an abstraction that describes the main components of the prototype
for MSP visual exploration. These components are: data sources, data manipulation, and user
interface.
Data sources is a facility where the data is stored. Ideally it consists of complex geodatabases
however it also can be a simple file with row and columns representing the spatial and
temporal properties of the data. For complicated tasks data source resides on a remote server
however in our case it is stored on a local desktop machine.
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Data manipulation consists on preprocessing the input data in order to improve the visual
exploration. In general two main approaches exists for this a) data selection (zooming,
highlighting, filtering) and b) data aggregation [20].
Data selection implies displaying only portion of the data. Selection can be performed in
several ways:
-

Dynamic selection. Space-time cube is supplied with interactive controls that change
the current view by zooming and panning the selected data. Another approach is to
highlight certain parts of the dataset by coloring them an eye-catching color. Therefore,
in dynamic selection, the whole dataset is visualized, and the tool provides visual cues
for the selected subset.

-

Data filtering. Only the data that corresponds to the query specified by the user in the
space-time cube or in the data table is displayed.

Data aggregation, on the other hand, reduces the amount of displayed data by creating new
subsets out of the original data. These subsets attempts to reduce the amount and complexity
of the original data at the same time that attempts to preserve critical attributes.
Each of the approaches can be applied independently however, their combination can
significantly improve the visual exploration of big moving datasets.
Finally, the user interface consist on the Space Time cube together with a control panel. The
Space time cube is the main output visualization, and the control panel is a set of interactive
tools that allows the user to perform the data manipulation process and see the results
immediately, regardless the input data sources or the query language.
The prototype conceptual model will be implemented and tested in three selected software OpenDX - visualization oriented software, ArcScene - GIS oriented software, and
CommonGIS - application that occupies middle ground between these two program and can
be applied as a tool for visual examination of big movement datasets.
The selection of the software was performed based on three criteria:
-

Fulfillment of the requirements stated in the first sub-objective

-

Availability of the software and related documentation

-

Customization capabilities to create the required tool

The variety of capabilities of chosen software will help to determine which application fulfills
the defined requirements the best and should be recommended as a best tool for the visual
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examination of MSPs.

3.5 Case study
As it was mentioned before, temporal properties of movement suspension patterns are still not
examined in detail. Consequently, this research will investigate the temporal properties of
movement suspension patterns using a case study related to the movement of visitors in the
Dwingelderveld National Park. Specifically, we will:
1) Investigate how to represent movement suspension patterns in the space-time cube to
explore their temporal dimension
2) Examine how space-time cubes can be used as an exploratory data approach to visualize
and analyze the temporal dimension of MSPs in human movement
3) Contribute to investigate how some aspects of human movement behavior can be
represented with spatio-temporal patterns.
3.5.1 Study Area
The Dwingelderveld National Park is a recreational facility, located in the North Eastern part
of the Netherlands, with area around 3,700 ha. The total number of visitors varies between 1.5
and 2 million per year. Apart from main tourist attractions this park is also contain additional
amenities for visitors, for example information center or cultural spots [5].
3.5.2 Data collection
The data for the project came from two sources:
1. Results of an experiment performed between 6 and 28 May 2006. GPS devices and
questionnaires were given to 372 visitors of the park. Later, this data was analyzed in
ArcGIS. The resulting table consists of 141826 records, with 8988 vectors
corresponding to movement suspension.
2. A Map of the park with the path network, entrances and points representing the main
attractions and amenities.
3.5.3 Detecting Movement Suspension Patterns
The movement of a group of people can be tracked using GPS receivers. The GPS recordings
are used to compute the movement vectors. In order to find the spatial clusters of low speed
vectors representing movement suspension patterns, a measure of the spatial autocorrelation is
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needed. In this research, LISA (Local Indicator of Spatial Association) was used to detect
MSP in pedestrian movement [5]. One advantage of this approach is that does not require
previous knowledge of the study area or the data collecting process. It also can be applied at
different spatial and temporal scales and for different kind of moving objects [10]. Movement
vectors with high positive LISA values indicate that vector is surrounded by vectors with
equal or similar value. Therefore, movement vectors with low speed and high spatial
association values are classified as movement suspension. When those vectors are plotted in a
geographic map they show the location of spatial clusters and therefore the location of
movement suspension patterns.

4. Prototype development
4.1 Introduction
As it was previously described, the space-time cube technique will be a basis for the created
prototypes. After analyzing of the requirements for prototype design and software selection
three different visualizations will be proposed using OpenDX, CommonGIS and timegeographic extension of ArcScene. The following content describes the design process and
provides several data exploration output for each of the created prototype. Since the initial
dataset contains information about individual characteristics of the visitors we will examine
stopping behavior of different visitor groups using different prototypes for exploratory data
analysis purposes.

4.2. OpenDX
The resulting model for visualization of MSP in human movements and detailed explanation
of its parameters are presented in the Appendix 1. The following text describes the main
functions that were used in order to create the visualization prototype.
From a visual programming perspective all the tools that were used for prototype design can
be combined in three groups.
1. First group of tools creates three dimensional graphs that stand for representation of
distribution of MSP in time and space (figure 19).
2. Second group - for georeferencing the map that represents the park environment and
amenities (figure 20).
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3. Third group - for combining point or linear representation of human movements with
georeferenced map (figure 21).

A

C
B

D

E

F

G

Figure 19: Group of tools to create the MSPs and ST path representation. First, the data is imported (A), after ST
coordinates are extracted (B), then, the data attributes are included (C), afterwards 3d view is generated (D), data filtering is
implemented with (E), the ST-path is computed with (F), MSPs are computed with (G).
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Figure 20: View of the tools that were used for
georeferencing of the park map. The image is imported via
(A), the value for georeferencing are computed with (B),
where (B1) stands for x coordinated, (B2) for y. Afterwards
these values are combined together with (C)

Figure 21: View of the tools that were used for combing
pointed or linear representation of human movements with
georeferenced map. The outputs of the figure 20(B) and 19
(A) are collected and scaled with (C) to produce the final
image.

The result of the program is a dynamic visualisation consisting of a space time cube and a UI
that allows users to interact with the data (figure 22). Attributes and the value of the attributes
included in the interface for GUI prototype implemented in OpenDX can be found in
Appendix 2.
Data import can be performed with the help of special DX Prompter Importer that accept
different formats. However for this prototype data source is a text file with rows and columns
representing different spatio-temporal properties of MSPs.
Data manipulation is performed on the fly via navigation functions such as perspective
change, rotation, panning, zooming, which provides a better exploration of the dataset.
Options for dynamic selection are limited since it is not possible to perform highlighting.
Moreover it was not possible to connect the visualisation model to Oracle database. That is
why Include function was applied. Although it does not give to the user an opportunity to
produce advanced data filtering, it is possible to apply simple data filtering (for example
representing only those bearing values that are larger/smaller then certain threshold).
Movement suspensions are represented as point symbols (figure 23, 24) and space-time paths
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as polylines (figure 25, 26). The user can derive the space-time path by marking the “Derive
space-time path” field.
Since OpenDX does not allow to represent time as Gregorian calendar, time display for
created prototype is presented in Julian calendar. The conversion between Julian and
Gregorian formats for the observed date and time stamps is presented in the Appendix 3.

Figure 22: User interface panel control. The user can select parameters for filtering the input data and one or more attributes
to be represented.
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Figure 23: Rotation possibility of the space-time cube

Figure 24: Zooming possibility of the space-time
cube

Figure 25: Space-time cube displaying MSPs for all
park visitors and the space-time paths connecting
successive locations of the individuals.

Figure 26: Space-time cube displaying MSPs for two
visitors and the space-time path connecting
successive locations of these two individuals.

Figures below represent the stopping behavior of people who live in close to the
Dwingelderveld National Park (i.e. local visitors). MSPs of local visitors are distributed
evenly before and after 12 PM (figure 27). However if we divide time in three equal intervals
we will see that most of the MSPs take place between 11h00 and 14h00 (figure 28). The
prototype also enables to detect significant locations. For example on the figure 28 it is also
possible to see that MSPs of local visitors mainly occurred in the south-west and north-east of
the study area
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Figure 27: Space-time cube displaying MSPs for local
citizen. Green color represents MSPs occurred before
12:00, purple – after 12:00

Figure 28: Space-time cube displaying MSPs for
local visitors. Green color represents MSPs occurred
before 11:00, yellow – between 11.00 and 14:00, red
after 14:00.

Applying data filtering allows to compare groups. For example figure 29 represents
the position of local visitors with children. If we rotate the cube and look on the
spatial distribution of MSPs for this group of visitors we will see that they tended to
form several spatial clusters (figure 30). Applying time filter and additional cube
rotating demonstrates that before 12 PM the stopping behavior of those individuals
tend to form more distinct spatial patterns (figure 31) that the one after 12 PM (figure
32). However if we compare both figures we will see that spatially MSPs between
10h00 and 14h00 are more scattered then the ones before 10h00 and after 16h00.

Figure 29: Space-time cube displaying MSPs for local
visitors with children (perspective view). Green color
represents MSPs occurred before 11:00, yellow – between
11.00 and 14:00, red after 14:00.

Figure 30: Space-time cube displaying MSPs for
local visitors with children (top view). Green color
represents MSPs occurred before 11:00, yellow –
between 11.00 and 14:00, red after 14:00.
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Figure 31: Space-time cube displaying MSPs for local
citizen with children before 12:00. Green color represents
MSP occurred before 10:00, yellow – between 10.00 and
12:00.

Figure 32: Space-time cube displaying MSPs for
local citizen with children after 12:00. Red color
represents MSP occurred between 12:00 and 14:00,
purple - after 14:00.

As it was mentioned above the lack of the direct connection with the database does not allow
the user to implement advanced data filtering. For this reason a data source needs to be
preprocessed outside OpenDX environment. In this particular example dataset was first
externally filtered in Microsoft Access where only MSPs for local citizens were extracted.
After that it was saved as text file and exported as a new data source in the FileSelector in the
model presented above.

4.3 Visual Toolkit (a.k.a. CommonGIS)
In distinction from OpenDX, visualization of MSPs in CommonGIS does not require model
development. The option of generating a space-time cube is automatically incorporated in the
program and allows represent MSPs as point symbols or derive the space-time path at the
individual level (figure 33).
Data can be imported in various formats. In this particular example we used a CSV format.
The documentation states that it is also possible to connect CommonGIS with different
databases such as Oracle and PostGIS and therefore to use a geodatabase as a data source.
However during our research it was not possible to establish such connection arguably due
compatibility of the JAVA connection drivers.
CommonGIS has a several build-in data manipulation function. The user can modify the
display and immediately receive the visual feedback. Space-time cube can be viewed from
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different perspectives by applying zooming, panning and rotating options. Data highlighting is
implemented both in space-time cube and two-dimensional map. It is possible to manually
select several trajectories or points and marked them in all displays. Data filtering is
performed by means of the build-in dynamic query technique and allows the user to perform
advanced data filtering. CommonGIS allows exporting the filtered data in Google Earth. For
example, figure 33 represents the most long space-time path in the experiment of 2006. By
turning on the photo display option of Google Earth it is possible to view the environment
where the walk took place.

Figure 33: Longest space-time path derived from experiment 2006 (left). Same space-time path with photo of the
characteristic landscape in DNP (right).

Interaction with the data is performed internally via user interface incorporated in the
program.
To explore the data we perform spatio-temporal analysis of the MSPs for dog walkers. We
overlaid MSPs with aerial image, displayed cumulative curve, and range distribution diagram.
This allowed to detect several locations where MSPs for dog walkers took place and see the
temporal properties for this group of visitors (figure 34).
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Colour range
8-9
9-10
10-11
11-12
12-13
13-14
>14
Time interval
Figure 34: Location of MSPs for dog walkers on the map and space-time cubes with graphs representing the cumulative
curve and ranged distribution diagram.

CommonGIS automatically displays the statistics for the display events, therefore it was
possible to see that

MSPs for dog walkers corresponds to 5.3% of all detected MSPs.

Spatially those movement patterns formed several clusters in different part of the study area,
temporally they mainly took place between 8-9 AM or 10-11 AM.
By additional data filtering it was possible to analyse stopping behaviour of “local dog
walkers” (15.6% of MSPs detected for dog walkers) (figure 35) and compare it with dogwalkers who don’t live close to the Dwingelderveld National Park (figure 36).

Colour range
14-15.30
9-10
10-11
11-12
12-13
13-14
Time interval
Figure 35: Location of MSPs for local visitors with dogs on the map and space-time cubes with graphs representing the
cumulative curve and ranged distribution diagram.
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Colour range
13-14.30
8-9
9-10
10-11
11-12
12-13
Time interval
Figure 36: Location of MSPs for non-local visitors with dogs on the map and space-time cubes with graphs representing the
cumulative curve and ranged distribution diagram.

The comparison of both images demonstrates that the stopping behavior of local and nonlocal dog walker is different both in space and time. Likewise local visitors tend to visit the
study area mostly between 11h00 and 12h00, whereas the non-local visitors between 8h00
and 12h00. Spatially we can detect that both group of visitors tend to stop along Drosteeven
area, path in the central and south-west area, and Spieregenveg path in the north-east part of
the park. However MSPs for non-local visitors also form several clusters in the forest area of
the north-west and north-east part of the park as well as in the Holveen area on the east.
Therefore it is possible to derive the conclusion that local “dog walkers” prefer to visit a
tourist paths within the open areas, whereas the spatial distribution of “non-local” is more
scattered both within the open and forest areas.

4.4 ArcScene and a Custom extension of extended time-geographic framework
tools (ETGT)
Visualization of MSPs in ArcScene can be performed with the help of simple a ArcGIS model
(figure 37). By specifying properties of the layer in the outputs of the model no additional
extrusion or colour correction needs. The outputs of the model are shape files that represent
the MSP location, the linear connection between two-dimensional map and MSP, and
individual space-time path based on the query expression (figure 38, 39).
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Figure 37: ArcView model for data filtering

Figure 38: Space-time cube displaying MSPs for
visitors with children. Green color represents MSPs
occurred before 12:00, red – after 12:00

Figure 39: Output of ArcGIS model. The figure represents
the space-time path for visitors with children and dogs

The data source for this model is geodatabase that stored the information about spatiotemporal properties of MSPs. Created prototype enables to conduct 3d analysis and edit 3d
features. Data manipulation is performed internally in the software by implementing several
build-in functions and provided via the incorporated user interface. ArcScene has variety
options for dynamic data selection, it allows the user to perform advanced data filtering and
immediately receive the visual feedback. Highlighting of the data is also possible however its
capabilities are relatively limited.
The analysis of stopping behavior of individuals with children reveals that MSPs for this type
of visitors allow to detect several spatial clusters in different part of the study area. With
additional data filtering it is possible to display the spatio-temporal distribution of the MSPs
for visitors with children and dogs. The created image (figure 40) enables to see that the
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spatial distribution for this type of visitors is linked with temporal factor. Thus, MSPs
occurred before noon were mainly located in the eastern part of the study area, whereas
afternoon MSPs were detected mostly in the western part of the study area. The division of
this group of visitors into local and non-local revealed that there were only two local visitors
with children and dogs on 6.05.2006 and 17.06.2006 (figure 41). Their MSPs formed similar
spatio-temporal cluster in the north of the study area.

Figure 40: Space-time cube displaying MSPs for visitors
with children and dogs. Green and yellow colors
corresponds to MSPs occurred before 12.00, while orange
and red after 12.00.

Figure 41: Space-time cube displaying MSPs for local
visitors with children and dogs. Green colors corresponds
to MSPs occurred before 12.00, while red after 12.00.

5. Results and discussion
The main goal of the research is to understand whether space-time cube can improve the
visual analysis of MSPs. By applying the space-time cube technique we are analyzing spatial
factors of MSPs and relate them to temporal ones as well as to individual properties of the
data. We assumed that visualization of MSPs should be dynamic and incorporate several
elements such as spatial data properties, including function of the location (visitor center,
restaurant etc.), temporal data properties such as linear or cyclic time representation, and
information about individual characteristics of the participants.
Static two-dimensional visualization failed to incorporate together all these factors and
understand the behavior of individuals. This happened due to the large volume of data that
needed to be presented on the one hand and the common locations of most MSPs, on the
other. For this reason space-time cube, which was suggested as a most appropriate tool for
understanding spatial and temporal dependences, was combined with several data-
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manipulation techniques. The following content will discuss the visualization tools that were
applied for creation of final visualization.
Due to time constrain we did not perform a usability test. For this reason each one of the
prototypes was assessed based on their fulfillment of the requirements stated in the chapter 3.

5.1 Fulfillment of the requirements
5.1.1 Visual representation
Space-time cube was created using three different software packages. The results varied both
in the visual representation and functionality. However all of them allowed the user to explore
the spatial and temporal location of MSPs simultaneously.
It was specified that MSPs should be represented as point symbols. However they also can be
linearly connected representing the successive locations for each visitor and thus demonstrate
the space-time path on the individual level. The implemented prototypes allowed not only to
display locations of MSPs but also performs visual comparisons such as differences between
groups of individuals. Prototype implementation revealed that for visualization created in
CommonGIS it is required to perform additional data manipulation for adjusting color scheme
to displayed objects. For the prototype created in OpenDX and ArcScene this is not required.
5.1.2 Analyzing the spatial properties of the movement objects. Linking between spacecube and map
One of the most important tasks for spatiotemporal analysis of MSPs, is detecting the
locations where people tend to stop. In the presented study these locations were detected at the
visitor center, parking lots and other places of interests.
In the three prototypes, it was possible to place the geographical map at the base of the spacetime cube and to detect the locations where visitors stopped. CommonGIS presents an
advantage over the other two software packages, because it is possible to choice as base map
among several layers such as Google Maps hybrid map, Google Maps terrain map and
OpenStreetMaps (figure 42). This function provides more possibilities for the visual
exploration because it gives possibility to have an insight in the terrain properties of the study
area. Although it is possible to use the same background for other tested application,
CommonGIS allows the user to change the background on the flight without any model
manipulation.
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Colour range
8-9
9-10
10-11
11-12
12-13
13-14
>14
Time interval
Figure 42: Space-time cube representing MSPs created in CommonGIS with different terrain layouts. Variation of the colour
from green to red corresponds to different time interval.

In order improve the visual analysis, it is recommended to connect MSPs with correspondent
location at the base of the map. However this was implemented only for prototype created in
ArcScene.
5.1.3 Analyzing temporal properties of the movement data
Examination of temporal properties of displayed movement objects can be determined as one
of the most significant parts of the analysis. For this reason the possibility of displaying of
different time interpretations was stated as one of the requirements for visualization. Temporal
patterns can be detected and arranged by virtue of presented prototypes.
Created visualizations allow the user to represent the data either by linear (figure 43) or cyclic
(figure 44) time interpretation. If time is represented linearly then the user can see the
distribution of the MSP according to their temporal occurrence.
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Figure 43a: Output of the prototype created in OpenDX

Figure 43b: Output of the prototype created in
CommonGIS

Figure 43c: Output of the prototype created in ArcScene
Figure 43: Space-time cubes created in three different programs displaying MSPs occurred within two selected days.
Variation in color represents different day: green color corresponds to 18-05-2006, red – to 25-05-2006.

If it is a cyclic time interpretation then the user can view the frequency and/or recurrence of
the distribution of the same patterns in a cycle. In the presented prototypes the user can view
hourly cycle.
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Figure 44a: Output of the prototype created in OpenDX

Figure 44b: Output of the prototype created in
CommonGIS

Figure 44c: Output of the prototype created in ArcScene

Figure 44: Space-time cubes created in three different programs displaying MSPs occurred between 11-14 for all the days
when experiment took place. Variation in color represents different period: green corresponds to time between 11-12, yellow
12-13, red 13-14.

5.1.4 Changing the viewing perspective
It is very important for the visualization to change the viewing perspective and allow the user
to orientate and navigate within three dimensions. Apart from zooming options, created
models have also options to rotate and pane.
As it was mentioned before we did not present the results of dataset visualization that contain
all individual vectors classified as suspension. Instead of this we use the results for the dataset
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with aggregated values that consists on the spatio-temporal clusters of suspension vectors.
However we also perform several tests in order to see if aggregated data did not slow down
the navigation within the created prototype. The improvement of the performance for the
designed prototypes was noticeable only for one designed in OpenDX, since the navigation
within the space-time cube became significantly faster compared to visualization performed
for not aggregated data.
Overall comparison of the models reveals that in general visualization created in OpenDX is
significantly slower when it comes to changing the viewing perspective then the ones created
in CommonGIS or ArcScene using the same hardware.
5.1.5 Data filtering
As it was stated previously, dynamic filtering options improve the visual analysis. Data
filtering can reveal interesting particularities of the data that cannot be noticed by simple
visual representation. Due to the amount of data it was important to combine visualization
with the querying tool, so the user have the possibility to retrieve the records based on his/her
requirements. Theoretically, a proper designed prototype should display not only one but
many variables at the same time in order to explore the relationships among them. All the
prototypes had the possibility to query the data and filter in or out, which can be immediately
displayed in visualization model. However the capabilities of those filtering options
significantly vary for each of the designed prototypes.
OpenDX. It was already mentioned that due to complicated scripting and time limitations,
connection with a geodatabase was not established. For this reason a special Include function
was incorporated in the model to perform data filtering. This Include function can display
results only for simple queries, such as Visitor ID >= value A AND Visitor ID <= value B.
This can be implemented in a user interface that was created for data manipulation. Data
filtering could be performed based on spatial and temporal data properties however it was
impossible combine both queries in a single step. Moreover it was not possible to build an OR
query, such as Visitor ID = value A OR Visitor ID = value D. The output of the visualization
always consisted of a range within specified values. OpenDX also does not allow dynamic
selecting and highlighting features.
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CommonGIS. The prototype produced in this program has advanced data filtering options.
Special build-in in toolkit dynamic query function enables to display only selected parts of the
data. It also allows querying different attributes of the data simultaneously. Data querying can
be performed in a separated window. The user can easily constraint numeric attributes using a
dragging cursor or entering specific values. This prototype also allows selecting data by
spatial window and viewing the distribution of MSPs or space-time paths only for specified
location. Although CommonGIS allows the user to easily manipulate the data with the help of
incorporated dynamic queries, it was not possible to filter space-time paths based on its
identifiers (figure 45).

Figure 45: Thematic properties for the space-time path for all individuals.

ArcScene. The prototype built in ArcScene allowed the user to filter the data easily and
implement advanced querying functions. Due to time limitations it was not possible to develop
a user interface for data querying. Instead, data querying is performed trough a data action
model built in ArcGIS Model Builder for that purpose.

5.2 Advantages and disadvantages of each prototype
We analyzed strengths and weakness of each prototype for the visual analysis of MSP. Table 1
summarizes

the

advantages

and

disadvantages

of

each

application.
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Table 1: Advantages and disadvantages of the OpenDX, CommonGIS, and Extended time geographic framework tool for ArcScene

OpenDX

CommonGIS

ETGF for ArcScene

Disadvantages
Advantages

Prototype Design

Data Import

Advantages

General features
- Simple GUI interface
-Several formats accepted

- Simple GUI interface
- Temporal order preprocessing is not
required
- Several formats accepted

- Data volume is limited
- Several steps must be perform to
achieve successful data import
- Data must be ordered
chronologically

- Data cannot be load directly
- ESRI import sometimes leads to
unexpected errors
- Input data needs to be converted into
- Data created in excel and exported to
some ESRI format
CommonGIS in txt or csv format
- Limited data format for time stamp
needs further pre-processing
(only Microsoft Date, Float and
Integer are accepted)
- Many unexpected errors during import
process
- X and Y coordinates should be only in
degrees

- Data-flow programming that
allows defining graphically the
visualization model
- Ease of manipulations of the
functions
- Data transformation between
modules indicated by a line
- Intuitive naming of the functions
(“Import”, “Show3D”)

- A lot of incorporated tools for spacetime cube visualization
- Ease of use of these incorporated tools
- Directly link visual representations
with an attribute table

- Simple GUI interface
- Temporal order preprocessing is not
required
- Data import can be modeled using
ModelBuilder

- Ease of use for space-time path
generation
- Directly link visual representation
with an attribute table
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Disadvantages
Advantages

- Lack of a comprehensive help

- Color scheme to displayed objects
assigned automatically
- Colors can be customized

- Color scheme to displayed objects
assigned automatically
- Colors can be customized
- Possibility of interactive change of the
reference values

Disadvantages Advantage Disadvantages
s

Prototype Design
Visual representation

- Lack of a comprehensive help
documentation
- Lack of tutorials available for
users not familiar with
visualization
- Output visualization does not link
with an attribute table

- Pre - planning of display required
- Color editing options are limited

Viewing perspective

-

- Impossible to use ETGF for
documentation
displaying of MSP as point data
- No online explanation of the available - Needs to apply other tools in
tools
ArcScene to display MSPs
- Difficulties for establishing some
- Table for created Space-time path
attributes for the data table (e.g. visitor
contains only visitor ID and the
ID)
length of the track

- Additional color manipulation for
color choice
- Difficult to assign different color
schema if many trajectories are
displayed

- Color scheme to displayed objects
assigned automatically
- Colors can be customized
- Various options for color schema
editing
- Layers allow for easy manipulation
of different views
- None

Interactive controls such as rotating, panning, zooming

- Significantly slower navigation
within space-time cube

- None
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-

Spatial properties

Advantages

-

-

Disadvantages

-

-

-

Analyzing of spatio-temporal properties of the data
- Geo-referenced map with park
Geo-referenced map with park
amenities can be place on the bottom
amenities can be place on the
of the cube
bottom of the cube
- Possible to detect significant locations
Possible to detect significant
locations
- Accepts several formats and
incorporates default incorporated
layers (Google maps, Open Street
map)
- Different layers ease the exploration
of environmental properties of the
places
- Possibility of export 3D space-time
path to Google Earth
Difficult to georeference different - Linear connection of MSPs with their
formats
location on the map was not
implemented
The resolution of the map is
affected with the georeferencing,
therefore the quality of the image
became lower
Georeferenced map at the bottom
makes the navigation within the
space-time cube significantly
slower
It was not possible to connect
MSP with their location on the
map

- Geo-referenced map with park
amenities can be place on the
bottom of the cube
- Possible to detect significant
locations
- Possible to connect MSPs with their
location on the map

- None
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Advantages
Disadvantages
Advantages

- Time stamp can be in Julian and
Gregorian format

- Time stamp must be in Julian
format

- Errors in table if required to display
- Switching from cyclic to linear time
cyclic time representation
requires change of the model
properties
- Errors when exporting space-time
paths in Google Earth if data is
displayed in cyclic time representation

- Data filtering implemented
through user interface panel
control
- Interactive change of the view
based on the user defined query

-

Disadvantages

Temporal properties

Data filtering

- Time display in the space-time
cube

- Very limited data filleting options - Impossible to perform OR queries
- No option for data highlighting
the space-time cube view
- No options for MSPs choice
based on the spatial window

Data manipulation
Advanced filtering options
Interactive change of the view based
on the user defined query
Querying of the data is performed in
separated windows
Possibility of highlighting the data in
space-time cube
Possibility of MSPs choice based on
the spatial window
Interactive change of the view based
on the user defined query
Impossible to query the space-time
path table based on Visitor ID
Impossible to perform OR queries
with dynamic query option

- Time stamp can be in Julian and
Gregorian format
- Time display in the space-time cube

- Advanced filtering options
- Interactive change of the view based
on the user defined query
- Data query is performed in the
ArcScene model
- UI for data querying

-

Limited highlighting options
within the space-time cube
No options for MSPs choice based
on the spatial window
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6. Conclusions and recommendations
The following section gives a conclusion of the research and recommendations for further
studies. It starts by giving a summary of the work and provides the answer for research
question. Afterwards it summarizes the funding, provides answers for research sub-questions
and closes by giving the recommendation for possible future research.

6.1 Conclusions
Originally, Movement Suspension Patterns (MSPs) were formulated as spatial clusters of low
speed vectors. The temporal properties of these MSPs, such as occurrence, duration and order
remained undetermined. An exploratory analysis of those properties was required to improve
the interpretation and understanding of the movement suspension of pedestrians.
This research demonstrated the use of the Space-Time cube as a technique for the visual
exploratory analysis of MSPs for pedestrian movement. We conducted a literature study and
provided the requirements for a visualization of MSPs. We proposed a conceptual model for a
visualization tool based on the Space-Time Cube. We implemented the model using three
different software packages and evaluated the results using the proposed requirements.
The results of our study revealed that the methodology which we followed was successful in
answering the research questions. By presenting different results of visual data exploration, we
have demonstrated that the space-time cube allows to examine the stopping behavior of park
visitors and to detect some trends in their behavior (for example, visitors with children and
dogs tend to visit the eastern part of the study area in the morning whereas in the afternoon
their visits are mainly in the western part).
During the prototype implementation we encountered several technical problems that affect
the capabilities of the designed prototypes. Moreover during the research due to time
constrains we did not carry out a usability test. Nevertheless we assumed that the proposed
prototype can be used for visual exploration of different kind of patterns in human movements
and reached the conclusion that the space-time cube is helpful for the visual exploration of
spatio-temporal structures of MSPs.
The research work will be summarized by addressing the research sub-questions.
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What are the requirements for visualization for large datasets of MSPs?
We decided that the prototype for spatio-temporal visual exploration of MSPs should be
implemented in such a way that the user can perform interactive data manipulation. To ensure
this we specified several requirements that should be taking into account in the prototype
implementation. The detailed description of the requirements can be found in chapter 3.
Initially we assumed that all the defined requirements are equally important. However the
prototype testing revealed that neglecting

dynamic data selection or dynamic data

manipulation via GUI makes the cube display significantly less helpful for visual exploration.
Therefore changing the viewing perspective, dynamic data filtering and data highlighting
should be considered crucial requirements whereas requirements about MSPs thematic
attributes display can be stated as less significant.

Which software is the most suitable to implement the proposed visualizations?
Created prototypes correspond to the most of stated requirements however the performance of
those prototypes significantly varies between each other.
The following table (table 2) shows the difference between the tested applications in relation to
the visualization of MSPs in the space-time cube based on the defined requirements and
prototype testing.
Table 2: Differences between applications in relation to the correspondence of the requirements

OpenDX
CommonGIS
General features
Availability
+
+
Ease of use
++
Correspondences to the requirements
Connection with geographical map
++
Changing the viewing perspective
++
Space-time path deriving
+
+
Data filtering options
+Dynamic selection
-+
User interface panel control
+
+Different time interpretation
+
+
Display of the MSP properties
+
+

ETGF for ArcScene
+
++
+
+
+++
+

Based on the results presented in the table we concluded that CommonGIS should considered
to be the most recommendable software for visualization of MSPs in a space-time cube. It
fulfills almost all stated requirements. Although lack of extensive documentation and tutorials
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makes the learning curve of CommonGIS quite steep at the beginning, a big number of
incorporated tools make this open-source application very helpful in exploratory analysis of
MSP.
ETGF can also be successfully applied for examination of moving datasets. However it is
impossible to use only this extension for visualization of MSPs as a point data. In order to
solve this problem it is important to apply additional tools of ArcScene. Therefore although
ETCF in coupling with ArcScene demonstrates good performance it should be considered as
less recommendable.
Prototype created in OpenDX has significant less options for visual analysis of MSPs compare
to the prototypes created in other tested applications. Limited data filtering, no possibility of
dynamic selection within the space-time cube, absence of Gregorian time representation make
this prototype least of all appropriate for MSP visual analysis.

6.2 Recommendations
After concluding this research, we propose some recommendations for further studies. Firstly,
although the implemented prototypes were evaluated using the proposed requirements, a
usability test may provide a sound assessment of their suitability for visual exploratory
analysis. We strongly recommend to conduct such a test as the next step on the evaluation of
space time cube implementations for the exploratory analysis of MSPs.
Secondly, although the prototype implemented in OpenDX revealed that it should be
considered as less recommendable for MSPs visualization, it can be significantly improved.
Incorporation of additional functions (for example establishing database connections and
dynamic selection/highlighting) can enhance the power of the visual analysis.
Thirdly, while this research is focused only on the space-time cube as a visualization model for
MSP visual analysis, other representations can be useful. Ring-maps [16], for example, can be
coupled with the ST-cube to improve the visual analysis of MSPs. In the case of the
Recreational area, it can be divided into several zones. For each of zone a ring-map can be
created representing parameters of movement suspension, such as number of people, amount
of time, number of different places, etc. Following the proposed methodology, a prototype
implementation of the ring-maps can be evaluated using a set of requirements and derive
conclusions about the most appropriate techniques regarding visual exploration of MSPs.
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Appendix 1. View of the OpenDX model used for prototype design

1
2

3

Figure 46: View of the tools that were used for prototype design
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Description of the functions used for creating the prototype in OpenDX
- FileSelector - imports map of the park in JPG format
- ReadImage - translates from the JPG to OpenDx format
- Mark - marks a specified component in a field as the data component, in this case longitude
and latitude
- Integer - stands for points value that will be used to georeference data
- Compute 1,2 - applies an expression to every data value in a field. The following
expressions were used: “((filed/b)*c)+d” and “((filed/b)*c)+d”, where field.x. field.y are
output of the mark function and b,c,d – output of integer function
- Compute 3 - combines the outputs of previous expressions for creating a vector
- Unmark - restores marks components using operating on “positions” component
- ImportSpreasheet - imports suspension patterns movement data stored in text format.
- Selector - chose columns from the text file: X-coordinates, Y-coordinates (for space
representation), Z-coordinates (for time stamp values).
-

SelectorList – create the selection list of values and list of strings. In this particular case user
can see different attributes of the data that includes not only indication of suspension
patterns but also values for bearing, distance, speed, etc.

-

The output of the Mark function is connected to the first three section of Make3Dfiled box
that in produce 3D graph with X, Y and Z coordinates. In order to represent the attributes of
the data the output of the Mark function was connected to the forth section of Make3Dfiled
box through Extract tool that stands for extracting components from the field.

- The output of the Make3Dfiled box is used as in input of the Include function that performs
the data filtering.
- The output of the Include function is connected with a) Autoscale b) Mark – in this case it
operates on “positions” components c) Glyph – stands for producing of glyphs for every
data value in an input field.
- The output of the mark function is linked with ShowConnection function for generating the
space-time path. First prototype testing revealed that space-time path derived with the help
of this function connect all the points with the one line, meaning that MSP that correspond
to different visitors are still together with one space-time path. To solve this problem the
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dataset was divided into groups based on Visitor ID. In order to do it, the data was
transformed to excel, where the following macros was applied:
Sub InsertRows()
Dim r As Long, mcol As String, i As Long
'' find last used cell in first column
r = Cells(Rows.Count, "A").End(xlUp).Row
'' get value of last used cell in column
mcol = Cells(r, 1).Value
'' insert rows by looping from bottom
For i = r To 2 Step -1
If Cells(i, 1).Value <> mcol Then
mcol = Cells(i, 1).Value
Rows(i + 1).Insert
End If
Next i
End Sub

- Colour and Autocolor functions were applied for colouring of the objects. Toggle function
was applied to give a user the possibility of generating the space-time path through the user
interface panel control
- Outputs from two previous models were brought together by using Collect model.
- Afterwards Scale function was applied. By combining it with Autoscale function final
Image was produced.
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Appendix 2. Parameters of the attributes included in the user panel control for prototype
created in OpenDX
Table 3: Attributes and the value of the attributes included in the interface for GUI prototype implemented in OpenDX

Attribute

Format

Value of the attribute

Visitor_ID

1 – 461

Unique ID of the visitor

X_coordinates
Y_coordinates

Short
integer
Double
Double

725189.8 - 733093.4
5852864.0 - 5859832.0

X coordinate of the point
Y coordinate of the point

Date_time

General

38855.37 - 38948.66

Date and time of the MSP

Time

General

0.33868 - 0.68531

Time of the MSP

Date

General

38855 – 38948

Date of the MSP

Dur_min
Dur_sec
Local_citizien

Double
Double
Short
integer
Short
integer
Short
integer
Short
integer

0.01 – 358
1 – 1581
0 or 1

Browser
Children
Dogwalker

0 or 1
0 or1
0 or 1

Description

Duration of the stop in minutes
Duration of the stop in seconds
Indicates whether the visitor is
local citizen
Indicates whether the visitor works
in the park
Indicates whether the visitor is
minor
Indicates whether the visitor had a
dog
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Appendix 3. Correspondence between the Gregorian and Julian Calendar for prototype
created in OpenDX
Table 4: Correspondence between date stamp in Julian and Gregorian calendars

Date in Gregorian Calendar
18-5-2006
25-5-2006
28-5-2006
6-8-2006
9-8-2006
17-8-2006
19-8-2006

Date in Julian Calendar
38855
38862
38865
38935
38938
38946
38948

Table 5: Correspondence between time stamp in Julian and Gregorian calendars

Time in Gregorian Calendar
8:00:00
9:00:00
10:00:00
11:00:00
12:00:00
13:00:00
14:00:00
15:00:00
16:00:00
17:00:00

Time in Julian Calendar
0.33333
0.37500
0.41667
0.45833
0.50000
0.54167
0.58333
0.62500
0.66667
0.70833
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